English:
We will look at the narrative text, ‘The
Magic Paintbrush’ a defeating the
monster tale.
We will then focus on diary writing,
based on prison life linked to our history
topic.
Games (outdoors) Thursday
We will be focusing on a healthy, happy
heart in our outdoor PE lessons. We will be
thinking about how we can improve our
fitness and the positive impact this will
have on our health.
PE (indoors) Tuesday
We will think about how our body can move
and bend to create different shapes. We
will explore travelling over and under
apparatus, creating a sequence.
Science:
In Science we will be learning all about the
human digestive system. We will name and
locate parts in the human body, before
identifying our teeth and their function.
We will find out what foods cause tooth
decay and how we can prevent it.

History: Crime and Punishment
When did we start getting punished for
undertaking crime? How have
punishments changed and how do they
compare to today?
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Art and DT:
This term we will be looking at printing
and using textiles to make things. We
will look at a range of stitches to join
fabrics and create a book mark and
complete our monster heads.
Music:
In music our focus piece is called ‘Stop!’.
It is a rap about bullying. The children
will listen and appraise the song before
learning it. They will be composing their
own raps using the backing track.

Maths:
In our maths this term we will be
continuing to explore multiplication and
division. Each week we will be
participating in weekly times tables
challenges and improving our scores on
Times Tables Rockstars. We will also be
exploring fractions. We will be
comparing fractions and adding and
subtracting fractions.

RE:
What does it mean to be Hindu in
Britain today? This unit will lead on
from our work in term one. We will
be learning about how Hindus show
their belief at home and amongst
family and friends.
PSCHE:
Our PSCHE focus this term will be about
keeping ourselves safe and healthy. We
will be considering what keeps us healthy
– both in mind and body. We will discuss
how we ca keep safe
Our value this term is perseverance.

